DEAR MR. PRESIDENT:
MR. PRESIDENT, I AM SENDING OUT THIS S.O.S. – DIRECTLY TO YOU. I AM DOWN ON MY KNEES WITH NOWHERE
ELSE TO TURN AND NO ONE ELSE TO TURN TO. NOW THAT I HAVE GONE AS FAR AS I CAN GO TO ASK FOR HELP,
ALL THE WAY TO THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE FREE WORLD THROUGH HAVING BOUGHT A FULL-PAGE IN
THE WASHINGTON TIMES, IF HELP DOESN’T COME AND QUICKLY, VERY QUICKLY, KNOWING THIS “SYSTEM” HERE
IN GENEVA, AS THEY WILL SURELY HEAR ABOUT THIS LETTER AND THE SUBJECT BOOK WITHIN 24 HOURS, GOD
ONLY KNOWS WHAT WILL BECOME OF ME AND MY SONS. I HAVE ALREADY RECEIVED 2 WRITTEN DEATH
THREATS, ONE FROM MY EX-WIFE AND ONE FROM AN INFLUENTIAL FIGURE IN THE MORMON CHURCH HERE IN
GENEVA.
Some would say that the man writing this letter, a letter IMPLORING IMMEDIATE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL
INTERVENTION from The Most Powerful Man in The Free World, also My Own President, as I am an American
Citizen, also a Swiss Citizen, living in Geneva, Switzerland, is completely out of his mind. I, my former psychiatrist
whom I saw over 125 times during the last 20 months to “prove myself” and “earn the right to see my children,” ,
my current psychiatrist, my lawyer in Geneva and my lawyer in NYC, and the PROVEN, DOCUMENTED FACTS OF
THIS MATTER, strongly contradict these possible theories of insanity against me. I have written this Open Letter to
you, as MY LAST HOPE TO SAVE MY TWO, INNOCENT, SWEET, NOW-BROKEN SONS, MYSELF AND OUR LITTLE
FAMILY. (As a side note, for legality sakes, my oldest son, 9, is my step-son whom I have raised since he was 5
WEEKS OLD, and my youngest son, 5, is my biological, legal son.)
People familiar with my family’s “situation,” generally have the same thing to say to me. – “It sounds like a film, a
book, a horror story!”
IN THIS LETTER, I have written to you as the only manner in which I would be sure to contact you directly, Mr.
President, as THE MOST COURAGEOUS MAN, THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE FREE WORLD, THE OBVIOUS MAN
WHO CAN IMMEDIATELY RESOLVE THE NIGHTMARE OF WHICH THIS LETTER, AS WELL AS THE BOOK – “S.O.S. –
SCREAM OF SILENCE” IS SUBJECT – AND ALL IN A MATTER OF YOUR MAKING A SINGLE PHONE CALL TO THE CONSEIL
FEDERAL IN BERNE, SWITZERLAND.
This letter, my bold, humble supplication to YOU for YOUR IMMEDIATE INTERNATION POLITICAL INTERVENTION
TO SAVE MY 2 SONS, ME AND OUR LITTLE FAMILY, IS NOT AN ACT NOR A STATEMENT AGAINST THE SWISS
GOVERNMENT, NOR AN ACT NOR STATEMENT AGAINST THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
I am NOT a “Julian Assange, nor an “Edward Snowden.” I am not disclosing any Classified Swiss or American
Government or Court Documents, nor am I defaming any Party to this “Case,” a “Case” which has torn my family
apart, destroyed the minds and hearts of my two sweet sons, taken from me when they were 7 and 3, respectively,
and who are now 9 and 5 years old and living in a Children’s Group Home outside of Geneva City Center, where
even the kind people who work at this “Foyer” all say that my boys are broken and need to come home to me.
On the evening of July 15th 2017 and going into the early morning of July 16th 2017, my ex-wife, having been
massively traumatized by having discovered, on February 20th 2017, a child pornography video of her father-in-law,
Robert Grant Bradford, molesting her young, disabled nephew in a bathtub, while my ex-wife’s mother, Helen
Creamer Bradford, shot the child pornography video, threatened to jump out of the window of our 8th story
apartment in the Geneva City Center with our youngest son. Fortunately, after a few hours, I was able to both get
to my cell phone which was in our living room to call an ambulance and, MOST IMPORTANTLY, get our youngest
son, then 3 years old, far enough away from my ex-wife so that he would be out of danger.
(As a side note, if the name Robert Grand Bradford does not ring a bell for you, look back at the 2002 Assassination
Plot against your friend, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, and then-Arizona-Governor Jane Hull, and you will read, in numerous

newspapers still, that Mr. Bradford was both the “money man” AND the man who bought the handgun that was
intended to be used in that atrocity. He evaded Justice with mild probation after pleading No Contest. And all this
while he “played” Prison Chaplain in a Phoenix, Arizona prison.)
Having been ritualistically abused by her biological father, her oldest brother and his best friend, as well as countless
other “friends” of her family and her Church, The Mormon Church, since she was a little baby, my ex-wife already
had more than enough issues to deal with. Her discovery of this video threw her over the edge of sanity.
We had come to Geneva just 3 weeks before the double suicide attempt to literally escape my ex-wife’s family,
their Church and all the destruction that her family had done to our family where we married and lived for 7 years
in Arizona. The damage that her family and Church had done to my personal and professional reputations was
irreparable. After I discovered, through my ex-wife and other of her siblings, all the horrors of pedophilia and incest
that had occurred in her family for decades, I told her I was going to the Authorities.
She then “mentioned” my intentions to her mother, and the war against me, my businesses, my career, my
reputation and all that we had begun. Every time I told my ex-wife that I was going to make a Formal Report to the
Police in Arizona, she or her family called the Police on me, making up horrendous accusations for which I was never
charged with a single crime. In the end, my ex-wife’s family “won,” if I can even use that word, in a matter of
months and we struggled for many years afterwards.
I am neither rich nor famous. However, my work as an outspoken activist for those with mental illness – through
my book, “Kick It With Gusto!”, as well as my 2 films on mental health recovery and my Pro Se, U.S. Federal Court
lawsuit against Dr. Phil, et al for discrimination, clearly show, after my own recovery from Bipolar II Disorder in
2003, that I made it the purpose of my life to stand up for the Right To Speak for those with mental illness.
In short, Mr. President, based only on FALSE ACCUSATIONS FROM MY EX-WIFE UPON HER FIRST 60-DAY ADMISSION
TO GENEVA’S CANTONAL PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, BELLE-IDEE, that I was a pedophile, a rapist, a child beater, a
negligent father and wife beater, the “planning” was underway to take my kids from me – 9 days later, my kids
were literally torn from my arms.
A “multi-party team” of people, including the SPMi (Geneva’s equivalent of Child Protective Services) in Geneva, to
doctors at the Geneva University Hospital, to Dr. Daniel Scott Schechter, a world-renowned American child
psychiatrist working in Geneva, Social Services International in Switzerland and Baltimore, Maryland and, THE
MOST UNBELIEVABLE CRIMINAL PARTICIPATION FROM U.S. CONSUL IN BERNE, SWITZERLAND, MR. JEREMIAS
DIRK, AND HIS SENIOR CONSULAR ASSISTANT, CHRIS DEL MONICO, ALL STARTED TO STRATEGICALLY WORK
TOGETHER TO COMMIT INTERNATIONAL CHILD ABDUCTION, WITHOUT MY KNOWLEDGE, AS IT TOOK ME A
MONTH TO GET A LAWYER WHO WAS WILLING TO TAKE MY CASE.
Mr. Dirk and Mr. Del Monico, having deeply involved themselves in this Swiss Court Case, was irrefutably against
Article 271 of the Swiss Federal Code, which as I am sure you know, prohibits foreign diplomats from getting
“involved” in Swiss matters. It was actually the F.B.I. Attaché in Berne, who works out of the U.S. Embassy, as well,
who educated me about Article 271, when he had contacted me to come to Berne from Geneva, at the request of
the F.B.I. in the USA, so that I could give him a USB of the infamous Robert and Helen Bradford molestation video
since “somehow” all copies in Arizona had disappeared and the Bradfords were never prosecuted. The Attaché
told me that Article 271 IS A VERY SERIOUS Swiss Law and that Foreign Diplomats who break this law lose their
Diplomatic Immunity and are subject to 3 Years in Swiss Federal Prison. Obviously, Mr. Dirk and Mr. Del Monico
found, and still find, themselves ABOVE THE LAW, BOTH SWISS AND AMERICAN.
The most interesting thing about Mr. Dirk’s and Mr. Del Monico’s involvement in this matter at the start, back in
2017, is that it was BEFORE YOU APPPOINTED EDWARD “ED” MCMULLEN AS U.S. AMBASSADOR TO
SWITZERLAND. I don’t know Ambassador McMullen personally, of course, but knowing his clean reputation, the
amazing work he did for you during your campaign and transition into The White House, as well as his past work
with the Heritage Foundation, I can confidently assume that Ambassador McMullen would have NEVER let any of
the crimes that Mr. Dirk and Mr. Del Monico broke have even started, let alone go unnoticed.

The book details how they did this and how, one year after their initial Swiss Federal and American Federal crimes,
they stuck their noses back into my family’s nightmare, UNDER THE DIRECT ORDERS FROM ROBERT GRANT
BRADFORD. YES, THE BOOK SHOWS THE PROOF ON THE SPMi DOSSIER HERE IN GENEVA WHICH MY LAWYER
WAS ABLE TO LEGALLY GET ACCESS TO, AS UNBELIEAVABLE AS IT SOUNDS!
I even have Level 1 Fingerprint Clearance in The State of Arizona but even that high-level credential has been
ignored here from Day 1, despite the fact that this Clearance validates me as a trained, safe, legal, crime-free man
who is allowed to work with and take care of children, special needs children and vulnerable adults.
Dr. Schechter went as far as changing my youngest son’s last name, cutting out my last name, SUTZ, and having
only the last name of my ex-wife, CREAMER, on a document which demanded the immediate medical records
release and transfer of my youngest son, and his brother, to Duke University Medical Center.
At one point recently, I hired a great attorney in NYC to legally pursue Dr. Schechter for ONLY ONE OF HIS CRIMES,
that being having done what he did here in Geneva regarding my family solely to advance his career. Dr. Schechter’s
response? – HE AND THE CANTON OF GENEVA, VIA THEIR CANTONAL HOSPITAL, HUG (Hôpitaux Universitaires de
Genève), hired a lawyer in NYC to threaten to counter me in the most horrific way possible, clearly indicating they
can knock me down permanently.
My old psychiatrist here in Geneva, whom I saw over 125 times, has verified – as shown on paper in the book – that
I have NEVER SHOWN ANY SIGNS OF BEING PSYCHOTIC NOR ANTHING EVEN CLOSE, AND THAT I AM IN NO WAY
PARANOID, AND THAT ALL THAT HAS OCCURRED IS TRUE AND WITHOUT QUESTION.
In what I thought might be the end of this “case,” the Court here ordered a Psychiatric Family Expertise. When my
lawyer told me who was doing this “study” on my family, she informed me that I had already lost the case.
After their multi-month “study” of me, our sons and my ex-wife, concluded that I am unfit to take care of my sons
because I am, “paranoid, psychotic, in a state of delirium and not living in reality,” citing that all the crimes that
have been committed by the “Parties” to this case - ALL DOCUMENTED ON PAPER AND IRREFUTABLE – are, in fact,
ONLY IN MY HEAD.
The “Experts” who wrote this 80-page document of nonsense, a document which my first psychiatrist, my internist,
my lawyer and my highly-educated friends have totally debunked, is mandating that my sons stay in the Foyer for
“at least a few more years,” that I take anti-psychotic medication to, “…get back into reality…,” and that I “convince”
my sons that it is BETTER FOR THEM to live in the Foyer because I am too sick to care for them.
Last year, I went all the way to the Conseil d’Etat, the Governing Body of The Canton of Geneva, asking them for
help, showing them all the PROOF of this nightmare. Their response, after countless months, was, in short, “Let’s
do an Expertise.” and “The boys are doing great, they are evolving.” Zero response to the PROOF which I provided
to them.
Now, in the “end,” the Gilbert Arizona Police have informed me, through Police Public Records, that despite my exwife’s lawyer here in Geneva and my ex-wife’s family in Arizona via letters all saying that my ex-wife is doing great
(she abandoned our children and this case 1 year ago to return to her family in Arizona), sober, stable, etc., and
living at her parents’ home in Gilbert, Arizona, that there have been multiple Police Interventions at that same
home since October of last year, at least 2 psychiatric hospitalizations and now, as of February 6th of this year, that
my ex-wife was Petitioned by her mother, Helen Creamer Bradford, under an Emergency Mental Health Petition,
to Court-Ordered psychiatric treatment.
The lies continue. The corruption continues. My boys continue to fall to pieces. My ex-wife is clearly out of the
picture, as neither the SPMi nor the Foyer have heard her voice or seen her face on WhatsApp video in months.
Now this situation is so dirty, that my ex-wife’s family and her lawyer are literally impersonating her through text
messages sent to my sons a few days a week, “from Mommy.”
Mr. President, what you have done with your many prisoner release negotiations is unmatched by your
predecessors. And while what I am imploring you for is not the “typical” prisoner release, it is, in fact, kin to that.

Despite the atrocities that have been committed here, despite the fact MY SONS NEED ME AND NEED TO COME
HOME IMMEDIATELY BECAUSE THEY WERE IMMORALLY TAKEN AND BEING IMMORALLY KEPT FROM ME, it is not
my intention to return our family to the USA.
I love America so very much, but my 2 boys, both Special Needs, are now integrated into the Swiss Society, speak
French 99.9% of the time, are in good schools for Special Needs children, want only to be with their Daddy and do
all the things in this beautiful country that I and my ex-wife promised them before we came here – like ride the
trains, their absolute favorite thing in the world – MY BOYS COULD NOT POSSIBLY MENTALLY OR EMOTIONALLY
SUPPORT RETURNING TO THE HORRIBLE NIGHTMARE THAT WAS OUR LIFE THERE OR TO SIMPLY HAVE YET
ANOTHER ABRUPT CHANGE IN THEIR LIVES – THEY CAN NOT HAVE ANY MORE ABRUPT CHANGES, TRAUMA OR THE
LIKE – THEY WOULD NEVER SURVIVE IT.
Not to mention the fact that my sons and I would never be safe in the USA, especially now that I have gone public,
in this letter and in the book, with the horrific crimes committed by my ex-wife’s parents, family and friends – all of
whom are tied directly to the top of The Mormon Church and with endless influence, money and dangerous people
on their payroll throughout the USA. By the way, Robert Grant Bradford is the Great Grandson of the Former
Prophet of The Mormon Church, Heber J. Grant. We, as Americans, all know the power of The Mormon Church in
the Western States of the USA.
All we need is to get my sons home to me, to the home I created for them, and for the “System” here, and its
counterparts in Berne and the USA, to leave us alone and in peace forever and to let my sons and I continue forth
in our lives and heal from this horror story so that, in some years, will be nothing but a distant memory.
IF THIS ATTEMPT TO GET YOUR HELP TO RESOLVED THIS MATTER DOES NOT WORK, THE GENEVA AUTHORITIES
WILL EITHER ILLEGALLY IMPRISON ME BASED ON MADE-UP CHARGES, FALSELY AND ILLEGALLY PSYCHIATRICALLY
HOSPITALIZE ME DESPITE MY DOCUMENTED SANITY AND THE ON-PAPER PROOF OF MY COMPETENT ABILITY TO
BE THE ONLY POSSIBLE PERSON TO CARE FOR MY SONS, CUT ALL OF MY RIGHTS TO SEE AND/OR COMMUNICATE
WITH MY SONS OR, THE WORST, SHIP EITHER MY STEP-SON WHO IS 9 AND/OR MY BIOLOGICAL SON WHO IS 5,
BACK TO AMERICA AFTER CUTTING MY PARENTAL RIGHTS FOR MY BIOLOGICAL SON.
In a Reuters article I recently read regarding the rescuing of American Citizens in foreign government holding, you
said the most powerful, beautiful thing, the words which I hope you will bring to the forefront of your mind and
decide to make the move to rescue my sons and me and our little family.

“I love doing it because I love the end result.
This is the end result: a happy man with a happy family.”
-

Donald J. Trump, President of The United States of America
-

THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF YOU MAKE THE MOVE TO HELP ME SAVE MY SONS AND BRING THEM
HOME, ON AN UNPRESCEDENTED SCALE TO ANY JUSTIFIED RESCUE STORY IN HISTORY.
Considering all of the “Parties” who have been working aggressively to assure I never get my sons back, that I am
imprisoned or put in a psychiatric hospital, I have left Switzerland for the 48-hour period beginning when this issue
of The Washington Times hits the stands and arrives on YOUR desk, and then the folks here in Geneva get notified,
perhaps by the Swiss Embassy in Washington, D.C., that this action of Free Speech has been taken by me.
I have left Switzerland for these 48 hours, Praying to God that you will resolve this matter in that time-period. I
have not left because I am a criminal, nor because I have done anything wrong at all – I have left because the
backlash against me here, as they have tried to keep my mouth shut for nearly 2 years and penalized me and further
destroyed my sons every time I tried to get help from the Geneva Authorities or spoken out at all, will be enormous.

- That is, IF you and your trusted team do not resolve this matter. Naturally, if you DO choose to resolve this
OBVIOUS Crime Against Humanity, I will re-enter Switzerland on Friday to go see my boys at the Foyer and,
hopefully, let them know that they will be coming home to Daddy soon.
PLEASE, MR. PRESIDENT, PLEASE SAVE MY SONS. PLEASE SAVE OUR FAMILY. PLEASE END THIS NIGHTMARE
BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE…

With my greatest thanks and respect to you,
Neal David Sutz
www.SOSBook.is

